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"I don’t have time to meditate!"Rebekah "Bex" Borucki offers heard this a whole lot. She also
answers typically asked questions like "Do my eyes have to stay closed?s taught hundreds of
thousands of people how to create basic yet powerful meditation methods. Actually, as she’ll
demonstrate in this reserve, in as little as 4 moments, you can change your life.By spending just 4
minutes a day with this practice, you will find deep, meaningful, and long lasting healing. Bex’"
and"What do I really do if my body starts to hurt?re designed in order that even the busiest people
may fit them into their lives. and offers tools to handle complex problems such as for example grief,
body acceptance, and relationships. A qualified yoga and meditation teacher, she’s 4-minute
meditations combine mantras, affirmations, breathing and bodywork methods, and they’"; provides
technical information regarding props, postures, and mantras;In this book, Bex guides you through
27 different meditation practices, and shares personal stories that demonstrate how meditation has
helped her overcome various issues.After years of experiencing anxiety and depression, both as a
child and as an adult, Bex took control of her mental and physical health by establishing a rigorous
fitness and yoga program that quickly evolved into her own regular, homegrown 4-minute daily
meditation practice.
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There's no excuse, not to make room for more peace in life! Rebekah Borucki provides been this
inspiration for me personally to use my very own truth and pass on love and light. I first discovered
her a couple of years ago on YouTube when I googled "how to meditate".. The easiest and best
meditation guide I've ever read.because like so numerous others, I thought I sucked in it. I believed I
didn't possess time. Turns out neither one of those things are true.)Fair warning, though.Secondly, I
REALLY LIKE THIS BOOK PROFESSIONALLY - I can recommend it to my customers. Since adding
these practices that Rebekah has trained online for a long time and now eloquently brought to
lifestyle in this book, into my crazy existence - I've actually found my bliss. I returned to school (a
couple of schools in fact), quit my soul-sucking corporate America work to pursue wellness and
lifestyle coaching shortly to be starting my very own Wellness studio, filled with mediation space.
Don't bother. get yours now!! i could finally meditate properly, because of this book!. i already feel
like that is it! finally, i will learn how to properly meditate!This book came at the same time in my life
when I needed those reminders - it's so vital that you take time to separate yourself, the parts that
produce you you, from the circumstances you find yourself in." Ending isn't failing. He asked me
how he could assure a friend that she wasn't a failure because (a) her relationship failed, (b) no-one
enjoyed her erstwhile partner, and (c) she didn't know stated partner was unsuitable right away,
and even when she knew, she stayed for a bit. in case you are wanting to discover more about
meditation, this is an excellent book to lead you in the right direction. no more guess. no more "i
believe this is what i am supposed to do", finally, i have a guide.i really like that she claims that
meditation does not belong to anybody religious beliefs. as a Christian, i have encountered people
who observe this as a a strictly Buddhist practice and, as such, anti Christian. I possibly could have
done just a little analysis and written a better book. exercise is another great tension
reliever.^^This^^It's been a tough year. no. it really is for everyone also to help everyone. Waste of
money and time Just what a waste of money. :)i believe that meditation really will help you grow.
this book provides great equipment and knowledge to help you learn to mediate properly. you won't
be disappointed! I love this book I love this publication! Rebekah has created a treasure trove of
meditations for daily make use of. I've tried a few and they really work! It's well-organized and has a
meditation for each need you might have. The meditations are short as she has promised and she
manuals you through them with understanding. It’s the best purchase I’ve manufactured in a looong
period! You will need to keep this publication close by as a reference for daily meditations. The
reserve is written in an individual, conversational style - you are feeling just like you are sitting within
an easy chair sipping tea with her.. his may be the best book on meditation I've ever read. It's
accessible, basic without being condescending, not overtly spiritual (at least not enough to make this
atheist uncomfortable), and there are actual moments of humor in it.others work repackaged.I'm not
really doing 4 minutes each day, but I've performed more meditation since picking up the book than
I'd completed in quite a long time. I find that waking up prior to the rest of my family is the best time
for me to invest my four moments. (I get right up, start the espresso, meditate, and am rewarded
with internal peace and inner caffeine. This reserve is authentic and true, and provides the reader
with assistance and tools to create a mediation practice that matches into their lives and feels
genuine to them. This publication produced me cry. My biggest family pet peeve as a divorced
person is the term "failed marriage.Your position may look like a mess. That's genuine.. does THAT
belong to one religion? Between the divorce and dropping my day job, stuff have felt quite
desperate, and it's really hard to look at my situation and different it from me. Scanning this reserve
was like shining a light on the darkness I've been harboring. Great go through! it happens. I could
give the best tips on that.. posted by wife of accounts holder:to begin, let me say i have not finished
the book by an extended shot, but i am already loving it!advice that I should probably take for



myself. There have been so many equipment that I desperately needed to hear and it triggered a
major psychological response. in this book, she acknowledges that no one is perfect and we are
able to get distracted. (Do it again, Amy.I am worthy of being heard and to be loved as I am in this
moment. Well, this and "You are not that mess.")Back again to the review!One of the primary
stressors within the last year offers been money. Just when I began to get back on my foot post-
divorce, I dropped my job. Well, it really is that, but that’s only the beginning! So a lot of my self-well
worth can be tied into my monetary independence. AND this publication is a gem. Rather it'll be a
fixture on my bedside table for when I need it. Can I feel contentment actually if these so-called
negative circumstances remain accurate? The complete book is full of inspiration, insight, support,
comfort and ease and encouragement. When I'm not stressed about money, I feel pretty damn
content with my life. Certainly pretending that I've money I don't have is not going to work out as a
career-path (I'm guessing I cannot pay my car finance with contentment points), but it's simpler to
breath when I remind myself that my current insufficient solvency isn't a reflection on my self-worth.
#meditatedontmedicate I have attempted meditating previously but give up because i cannot stay
focused so i believe i am failing..I plan on continuing to follow the meditations in the reserve. The one
I've been using the last couple of weeks is "You Have 4 Minutes to Accept WHAT YOUR
LOCATION IS in as soon as." The mantras connected with this meditation are exactly what I need to
remind myself of every day.I am not broken or looking for fixing. This is your mantra.My internal
voice is wise, and We allow myself to listen to it without judgment.If you're interested in starting a
meditation practice but are intimidated by the thought of quieting your mind for 30 moments, this is
the place for you. Serious waste of money and time. Meditation Made Easy This is an amazing
book for anybody feel frazzled by life and searching for a way to find inner peace and self-love. It
will go beyond the fundamentals of meditation (which is manufactured easy with step by step
instructions) and focuses on the healing the different parts of meditation and getting true to yourself.
This book is life-changing !Each meditation starts with a story environment relevance and creating
intimacy and trust with the author. Once the story is total, the author provides clear guidelines on
how to get the most out of your meditation. The meditations are easy and effective.I love the way
the meditations are broken out based on what your need to have or how you are feeling. I don't
think I'll ever end up being 'done' with this publication.Rebekah asks:If I separate myself form the
idea that I don't have enough money right now, how do you feel? So choose it up, from a pal. I am
not presently at a place of financial independence, and I'm so very fortunate that I have people
ready to help me out until I am back again to that place. I’ve struggled with investing in meditation
my whole adult lifestyle, but she makes it SO easy. Her terms in the book are not representative of
her cultural media presence. She walks her talk. She Walks Her Talk Full disclosure: Rebekah is
definitely a dear friend and I had her on my podcast when this reserve was published. A bit
damaged It came a little bit damaged privately as you can plainly see.Side note: I had a discussion
with a dear friend last week. Rebekah's personal tales are beyond inspiring while staying completely
relatable. Thank you! Great read! Wonderful and helpful book! This book is completely amazing! A
lot more than I bargained for, truly. I originally thought it might be a clear trim guidebook on learning
how exactly to meditate. Unemployment doesn't cover my living expenses, and I quickly ran through
my savings. I find that each page is invaluable.Guess what happens? I could go on and on. This is
definitely a reserve for those who may have avoided meditation because they dread seated for 20
minutes or more trying to obvious their minds. I’m getting it a treasure, and a remarkably helpful and
practical device to combat panic and tension in a whole fresh method, and from an all natural and
different, even more useful perspective. I go through this book and discovered it to become a lot of
other's ideas repackaged. I really like this book! Five Stars Love it!i really like LOVE Like that the



author connects you to more books which have helped her grow, even more facebook groups and
guides that will assist you grow, AND gives you gifts! The author spends too much time talking
about herself - I must say i don't wish to know about her. She spends time on positions to find
yourself in to meditate which include buying stuff. Forget that. Nothing here is life shattering or a true
change agent. You can find all of this online free - simply google it or make use of youtube. Four a
few minutes doesn't sound like a whole lot, but it's actually making a difference for me. i have hardly
ever felt that to be the case and that, also, can be acknowledged in this publication. Be good lava! I
pre-ordered her book in regards to a whole season before it had been published and I still get
excited to meditate. It allowed me to dive deeper into my meditation practice. First off, I REALLY LIKE
THIS BOOK - individually because Rebekah's method of mediation is right down to earth and
practical for also the busiest person. I recommend this book in case you are a beginner or a
meditating professional. It works because she practices these quick meditations. You can wager this
book will be one I have available for my clients to learn. But you are not that mess. Sure, partly, you
shape your world, but just because points are hard, or crappy doesn't mean you need to internalize
it.The author does a great job of using vignettes from her existence showing how meditation can
help anyone. Hay Home Authors are generally well vetted and believable. That one not so much.
Plus, I know she lives this. Angry child comes to mind. Can I say it once again? This book is
completely a waste of cash. The book provides landed in the recycle bin and I am profoundly
unfortunate that this author is just not up to the standards that Hay House models.
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